
ANIMAL ABUSE THESIS STATEMENT

I just don't know what kind of animal abuse thesis to write. A good thesis statement would include the definition which
you come up with to define what animal.

There are many different types but here are the most common. However, the audience is blinded by shock and
awe of the show from what really happens behind the curtain. Animals have always been a source of food,
clothing, and subservient workforce for humankind. Upcoming Events. I strongly believe there should be a
greater punishment for the crimes committed. Body paragraphs examples Body: In the wild, elephants roam
for dozens of miles each day in the company of their relatives, up to as many as ten of them. Conclusion
examples Conclusion: A wild elephant is a beautiful and majestic sight, roaming free across the plains or
woodlands with their close relatives and offspring. However, the community can change the lives of these
animals for the better if they implement change. Every so often a new station will do an undercover
investigations revealing some underground pit-bull fighting ring or a gambling ring that involves cock
fighting. Before being rescued, he had spent his entire life in solitary confinement where humans tested many
deadly chemicals on him. I expected a friendly dog to greet me when I came home but instead I found a dog
that was sick, feeble and afraid of me. Aspects: slaughter houses are statements be used. What the person
found was shocking. Every day, thousands of animals silently suffer from animal abuse. Next time you visit a
zoo, consider it from the perspective of the animal, and avoid contributing to their sad commercial abuse.
Cows, pigs, chickens, and other stock animals do not receive proper food, water, and vet care. Libby was on
her stomach, crawling towards the person in a happy yet fearful manner. Preview: How or why people abuse
animals. Promptly because of that, there are more and more foundations to help rescue animals and nurture
them back to health. However, the scenes in slaughterhouses are ones of bullying and torture. When you
determine your thesis, carefully think about your beliefs and come up with a focus statement that encapsulates
them in accordance with your own feelings. Killers and murders start out when they are young. For many
years, lots of organizations like PETA have created movements to eliminate this completely but without very
much success. The list includes such points as torturing or beating an animal; failing to provide it with food
and appropriate treatment in case of disease or injury; killing an animal in an inhumane manner; failing to
provide appropriate transportation conditions, and so on RSPCA. The controversy has grown greatly in the
last few years with the increase of most abuse cases.


